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collected together into the document
type description (DTD). The DTD
is the classification system that
defines the different types of
information pieces in any document.
In each DTD the key XML ‘tags’, or
descriptors, are described. Any one
DTD can be used as the rule-set for
any number of XML documents.
This is the aspect of XML that is of
most importance to scientists,
because of its potential to improve
dramatically the ability to search for
information on the web.
The world wide web standards
commission, or W3c, has solicited the
assistance of information architects in
each field to produce a DTD for that
field that will contain a tag for every
conceivable data type, such as simple
objects like keywords, author names,
abstracts and figure legends.
Moreover, they have generated tags
for more complex and esoteric objects
such as atomic co-ordinates, gene
names, gene sequences and source
organisms. So, there will be one
DTD for the biological sciences, and
the author of any biological XML
document can apply that DTD to it.
But authors will also be able to pick
and choose a subset of the tags
available within the biological
sciences DTD, to generate their own
DTDs. Inside the combination of
DTDs and these descriptors lies the
true power of XML for the biological
sciences. Imagine the whole mass of
information on the internet, that
huge haystack, as a database. Now
create a table in that database called
‘biology’. By searching for, say,
‘hedgehog genes’ only within the
biology table, the user will be far less
likely to receive search results
containing references to animal
hospitals and blue, imaginary
animals. Any web page that declares
to which DTD it conforms will
instantly allow the user of an
XML-enabled search engine to
restrict their query to that
DTD-defined space within the
search engine’s database.
The true value of XML is in
categorising and defining information
types in a context-insensitive manner.
Whether the information is displayed
on a web browser, on a cellular phone,
a PalmPilot or in print, the
information structure is preserved. In
addition to each XML page being a
document in a database, through
some clever programming the
resources in an XML page that are
hidden (by the stylesheet of the
program in which it was initially
opened) can become shown within a
different stylesheet without the XML
document having to be reloaded. In
effect, because XML can switch
between stylesheets dynamically,
each page becomes a multimedia
application akin to a CD-ROM.
But adopting new technology is
not without a price. Writing XML is
not easy, the DTDs are still being
finalized and only now are the first
commercial web browsers
supporting XML. Furthermore,
XML looks nothing like HTML to
write, and you will still need to learn
markup languages similar to HTML
to write the stylesheets that display
the information contained within
the structure.
You might wonder why you should
even bother to write XML, as it really
only gives advantages to those who
use it to search through the
information space. The problem is
that change usually begets change,
and often in areas you would least
expect it. Allow your mind to wander
into a future world, wherein
grant-givers ask you how often people
search for your laboratory homepage,
or how often your papers are linked
to… consider the number of people
who found the animal hospital instead
of your site on hedgehog genes.
Customized XML-based searches and
DTDs anyone?
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Life cycle of the Millennium bug.
(Image provided by Russell
Kightley Media; rkm@rkm.com.au.
All rights reserved.)
